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EGYPTIAN SACRIFICES

A STUDY OF SACRIFICIAL SCENES IN I'AINTING AND SCULPTURE

UY

M. (i. KvLi-;

This is a record of some years' investigation of the representations of Egyptian

sacrifices, found among tlie abundant decniative and illustrative remains of Egypt, her

mural sculptures and painting, sculptured stchi', tablets and other monuments large

and small, illuminations of coffins and sarcophagi, vignettes of papyri, in short, every-

thing accessible whereon any representation of the olTerings is pictured; while the

literature of the subject lias been lai<l under contribution, both the inscriptions of

Egypt and the dissertations of Egyptologists, published and unpublished, the study

has been mainly of the sacrificial scenes. Tiiere may be dilTercnce of opinion about

the advantage of'siich a method, but it has been followed in.reliance upon two things :

that what was esteemed of most importance would find its way into the pictured

representations produced in such profusion, and that written allusions to a wholly

unfamiliar ritual are specially liable to misapprehension.

I. Assumptions. — It is important to clear the way for the results of the investi-

gation by taking note of the prevalent and long current assumption concerning

Egyptian sacrifices, the assumption that appearances in Egypt correspond to what we
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kaow of Roman, Greek and Semitic sacrifices. Persons are seen bringing animals

and other objects to the priests : it has been often assumed that these were sacrifices in

the ordinary sense, propitiatory or expiatory. The slaying of the victim is shown : it

has been assumed that its life was for the life of the offerer. Parts of animals and other

objects are seen heaped upon offering tables : it has been assumed that they were

peace-offerings or thank-oSerings. Other pieces of flesh and collections of vegetables

are seen .sometimes, though, comparatively, only rarely, upon the altar itself : it has

often been assumed that they were burned. Thus Egypt has been given by a kind

of tacit consent a whole elaborate system of sacrifices similar to the sacrifices of the

Romans, the Greeks, the Phoenicians or the Hebrews, according to the view-point and

predilections of the writer. And the final assumption has been that Egypt having

thus a great sacrificial system of such a character, it held of necessity an important

place in the Egyptian religion, was a liope, indeed, of the people for acceptance with

the gods.

These assumptions have been explicit on tiie pnrt of most scholars not technically

Egyptologists; they have had positive l)eliefs on the suljject. They have been implicit

on the part of many Egyptologists; they have not had positive beliefs but liave taken

over the assumptions bodily, adopted their appropriate nomenclature and permitted

without protest or warning the general acceptance of the belief in such a system of

Egyptian sacrifices. One of the latest works of reference' says: "The method of killing

"and offering animals, the burning of incense [upon bronze censers of ladle form], tlie

"ablutions, and many otlier ritualistic details, were similar to those practiced among

"the Israelites", which well illustrates the prevalent and longcLirrent attitude toward

the subject of Egyptian sacrifices..

Let u.s clear from phantasms the whole field of vision, by sweeping away at a

single blow all these assumptions, and enquire into the real meaning of every appear-

ance that comes before us in the whole field of Egyptology, as the Egyptians have

pictured themselves at their public and private rites.

11. Literature. — Before entering upon an account of this investigation and its

results, it will be helpful to see upon how small a foundation of real scientific

investigation and conclusion the common beliefs concerning Egyptian sacrifices rest,

by observing how little Egyptologists have written upon the subject. It is impossible

for any one to say he knows all the literature of a subject, and especially such a subject,

not in any sense popular, so that much that is written upon it remains in great

obscurity. Then, there are published in various languages so many books and

pamphlets of very limited edition which find their way into few or no public libraries

or catalogues. But when one has searched some of tlie great libraries and catalogues

and followed out the suggestions of two or three of the most noted specialists in a de-

partment of knowledge, the list of publications so made up may fairly be called the

literature of the subject. The subjoined list is the result of the most careful and

1. Encyclopedia Biblica. hn. Eyi/pt, 19.
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exliaustive research in tlio Knpni<j:liolie Hil)liollick in Berlin, with extensive search also

in the Britisli Museum Library, the Hihliotiie(|uc Nalionah^ in Paris, the Lil)rary of

the University of Pennsylvania, the Hid^'way hraneh of tlie IMiihulelpiiia Liltrary

and the Astor Library of New York.

Some of these books it will be sulHcient to mention; from others, I will note

the most interesting passages :

(1) // Libro dei Funerali. Ernesto Sciiiai-arki.m, Torino. 1S7U.

(2) Les Vctcments clu ifrand ptrtrc ct des L^cites. L'abhe Victoi' Ancessi,

Paris, 1875.

(3) ReUijion und Myt/ioloi/i/. Heinrich Brl'g.scii.

(4) L'Histoirc anciennc dc iOrient classujue. p. 12-;?. Professor Ma>1'KH0 calls the

saoriiice a banquet, and, in describing what is done with the sacrifice of the

bull by the priest, .says: "On en briilait une parlie a la face de I'idole, on dis-

tribuait le reste aux assistants avec une profusion de gateaux, de fruits, de

legumes et de vin." See also page 1::^.3, especially : "Le cultc ainsi, etc.".

(5) La Table d'ojirandes des tonibeau.r i^i/ypticris, par G. Mas[>i;uo. dans la Revue

de I'Histoire des Relif/ions, 1897, p. 27(3 sqq.

(6) The Dawn of Civili::ation, Maspero, p. 250, 252-253.

(7) The Oldest Books of the World, Isaac Mkykk, \). xvi : "The sacrifices in

Egypt were not so bloody as the Jewish, they were mostly of fruit, flowers,

bread, water, wine, and sometimes but rarely, of oxen, goafs and geese." Meyer

treats sacrifices in a few lines and these scattered through a large volume ; see

also page 188.

(8) R^sum^ de I'histoire de I'Egypte, Amklinfau. ^ee tli.' introduction, pages 35,

37, 38, concerning the theory of luunan sacrifices in Egypt.

(9) Rites cfjf/ptiens, E. LefI1:hure, page 4, on the view that the idea of the Egyptian

sacrifices was that the soul of the victim became a protector. Also presents

the subject of human sacrifice.

(10) Perhaps by far the most complete discussion ofthis subject ofEgyptian sacri/ices

is by Professor Maspero in a course of lectures delivered in Paris about 1897,

but unfortunately not yet published.

The most remarkable thing about the books of the foregoing list is the remarkable

brevity witii whicii most of tliem treat this subject. It is still more astonishing that

by far the largest i)ortion of the books and lecture courses and articles in encyclopedias

on Egyptian religion say nothing whatever on the subject of .sacrifices. The three

great histories of Egypt from the monuments, the works of Brugsch. Petric and

Budge, only refer to it in the most incidental way. Kenouf in his Hibbert lectures of

1879 can hardly be said to refer to the subject at all. Prof. Sayce in his recent Gilford

lectures on the Religion of Egypt does not treat the subject, and Prof. SteiiuhirtT, in

his American lectures of 1903, passed over the sacrifices in a few sentences.

111. Offeri.nt. Scenes. — Here again it is imimssible for any one to say he has
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seen everything, nor it is necessary to see everything. The demonstration is not and

cannot be mathematical, but logical, an induction. I believe the induction about to be

exhibited is wide enough to satisfy everyone that, what does not appear therein, either

was esteemed of small importance in the minds of the Egyptians, or received but a

limited acceptance among them.

A. Publications. — The examinations of publications has extended to all the

great monuments of Egypt known in the days of Lepsius, as portrayed in his Denkmiller,

and to all those discovered since his day, as given in the publications of the Egyptian

Exploration Society and in the published accounts of the work of :

Mariette, Serapeum de Memphis, Monuments divers, Mastabas;

DuMiCHEN, Altdgyptische Kalenderinschriften, Altugyptische Tempelinschri/'ten

;

Garstang, El-ArabaJi , Mahdsna, Bet Khalldf;

PiERRET, Recueil d'inscriptions inedites du Musee egyptien du Louvre;

Naville, Pithom, Route of the Exodus, Deir el-Bahari

;

Petrie, Reports ofIds excavations, published by others than the Egyptian Explora-

tion Society ;

QuiBELL, The Ramesseum, Hierakonpolis, El-Kab.

B. Antiquities. — The examination of antiquities has included :

British Museum, all the large monuments, the immense number of tablets and stel?e,

except a very few not on exhibition at present, frescoes from Egyptian tombs,

coffins, sarcophagi and mummy cases;

At GowER Street College, London, the valuable collections of Prof. Petrie
;

At Leyden, the fine collection of tablets containing scenes of offerings, and the vignettes

of the large and most valuable collection of papyri of the Book of the Dead;

At Berlin, all the inscribed sculptures, large and small, on exhibition, especially the

large number of sepulchral tablets and other tablets l)earing scenes of offerings,

together with the mummy cases and tomb inscriptions;

At Paris, all the inscribed monuments with the tablets and stelse, especially the great

Mariette collection in the Salle d'Apis, where the offerings are represented

before the visible Bull-god.

This wide induction reveals concerning the materials, the method, the meaning of

the sacrifices as follows :
—

(1) Materials. — The obscurity, which has hung like a fogbank over the subject

of the Egyptian sacrifices, has yet permitted the materials for the most part to stand

out in the clear sunlight. There arc the great offering lists recorded at Medinet-

Habou, and the constantly reiterated lists of offerings in the funerary formulas

"Sepulchral meals of bread, beer, oxen, geese, clothes, utensils, wax, pure water,

wine, milk and all good things". The Book of the Dead makes comparatively little

reference to offerings, the significance of which fact will be pointed out when avc come
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to consider the moaning of llie sacrifices. It is suniciont now to note the fact; yet

there is in the Book of tiie Dead distinct mention of the olTcrings'. ' '

Tiiese statements of tlie inscriptions and Ihc literature of Egypt are most lavislily

ilhistrated in the olTering scenes of the monuments and tiie t«ml)s. Droves of bullocks,;/'

/ of rams, of gazelles, of geese, arc brought for tiie offerings, or are being butchered and

made ready. OlTering tables or altars are seen heaped high with legs of beef, trussed

geese and dressed lambs, loaves of bread and jars of oil. or oilier liquid, and all these

built up with mathematical precision in perpendicular heaps to an astonishing height.

Again, libations of wine are being poured, incense is presented, ollerings of fruit arc

seen, and llowers in rich profusion deck the other ollerings or are presented alone.

The scenes of these ollerings are literally by tlu' thousands.. Thus far the (picstion of

the materials of the sacrifices may be said to be fmally settled. F'urther investigation

is not needed and will not be needed, perhaps for all time to come.

There remains one point however at which the sunlight has not penetrated the fog

of obscurity about the sacrifices. Did human beings form any part of the materials

of sacrifice? Ancient Greek, Roman and ,\ral)ian writers answer in the allirmative.

Theological disputants of the past century were wont to make muth out of tjiis ciiarge

against the Egyptians. And some eminent Egyptologists' iiave concluded fiom the

statements and representations made by the Egyptians themselves that they otTered

human sacrifice. The evidence does not seem to me to support this view conclusively,

and certainly docs not establish human sacrifices as an usual religious rite among the

Egyptians. I find no instance of their appearing on either the olTering table or the

altar.

However naturally human sacrifice may fall into place in a theory of the develop-

ment of the sacrificial idea or be required by it, has no place in determining the facts

in the case from the evidence of the monuments. That human heads are seen suspend-

ed on buildings, that the kings are seen gathering together by the hair (several feet

long!) the heads of captives taken in war over which they brandish a huge sword and

decapitate the whole lot at a blow, probably indicate the slaying of prisoners, in some

cases, perhaps the execution of criminals, but, standing alone, they furnish no evidence

of human sacrifice. It is not so long since the gates and walls of European cities were

adorned bv the heads of criminals : is some future archieologist to conclude that these

were human sacrifices? So also, that an Egyptian king grandiloquently devotes his

enemies to the gods, as he slays them, does not to my mind increase perceptibly the

evidence of human sacrifices. To devote one's enemies to the gods, as a way of

cloaking revenge and cruelty with the semblance of piety, may have been common

enough among Egyptian kings, but it lacks utterly the ceremonial and the solemnity

of sacrifice. If the Egyptians ever did in a quiet, orderly, formal and solemn manner

offer human sacrifices, they must have l»een ashamed of them, for they have relegated

1. flooA of the Dead. Papyrus of Aiii, plaie- X.\X, XXXII, XXXV.
2. .\MEHNEAU. Ui'<'ini4- ,lf I'h'nii,',rf ile V Eijij/it''. pp. .1.'). 37, IIS. Also I". I.iriiiriii:, Ritcf i-'iu/'tii-n^,

pp. 19-20 and 36.
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them to the obscurity and discredit of silence. Moreover, if a few isolated instances

of liuiiian sacrifice could be \\e\l established, even that would not sufhciently support

the charge of human sacrifices as a part of the religious rites of the Egyptians. In

many countries and many ages and among many peoples, there have been fanatics

who now and then have lapsed into this horrible tragedy.

(2) Metliod. — The method of sacrifice becomes much more important than the

materials, because it is through the method mainly that we approach toward the

meaning. It is here also that the pictorial representations are especially valuable.

vThere is seen the slaying of animals and l)irds, the preparation of the slain victims for

the offei'ings, and, in the case of the large animals, the preparation of pieces, the

presentation of oil, wine and beer in pirs, bread made into loaves, fruits, tlowers laid

upon llie other offerings or waved in the hand. All these offerings were presented

upon a Hat rectangular table', or, in the case of the funerary offerings, placed round

about the tomb when the table would not hold them, sometimes upon a rectangular

altar instead of a table: liliations were poured, and incense burned.

Thus far all is clear and well known, but this is all that is known clearly. When
it is asked what was done to indicate cleai-ly the relation of the gift to the giver, and

what further was done with the sacrifices, no satisfactory answer can be given. That

some of the fuuerarv offerings remained at the tomb is certain, for thev have been

found there. Whether they were usually thus abandoned, or were usually only brought

and olTerod and then, for the most part, taken away to be used or sold, does not appear.

Some things have been assumed, but, I think, cannot be shown.

of more vital interest on the subject of sacrifices is the question, what was done

with the olTerings presented before the gods on the table or the altar? To this

question, all my reseach furnishes no affirmative information, but it furnishes negative

information of much value on one point : tjiey were not btirne_d. Herodotus asserts

unequivocally indeed, that the Egyptians burned sacrifices'. That he may have seen

all he describes actually practised in his day, when Greek influence was great in

Egypt, cannot be doubted; that he may have supplied much of the significance and

something even of the practices of sacrifice from his own ideas of sacrifice, may be

suspected. The well nigh innumerable scenes of olTerings do not justify the acceptance

of Herodotus statement as true of really Egyptian .sacrifices. Indeed, I have been

unable to find a single instance of the burning of the sacrifices depicted : that there

may have been isolated instances of such a practice is not improbable; that it was

not an important or significant part of the regular sacrificial worship of the Egyptians,

is certain. For, where the idea of the burning exists, it eclipses all other ideas. It is

the final act in the great tragedy ; it \\()uld be inconceivable that every artist, in

depicting Egyptian sacrifices, should have missed the central idea of the rite.

If it could be thought that, for some reason to us unknown, the Egyptian artists

1. I''or a most e.vhauslive discussion of the rites connected witti the taljle of offerings, see Prof. Maspero,

La Table d'q/J'randes des tomheaux egijptiens, dans la Recae dc I'Histoire des Religions, 1897.

2. Ilrz-odotus. II, XXXIX-XL.
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were forbidden by kini;.s and priests under whom lliey woikcd Id (icpict th(,> bnrnin;,',

we may yet appeal to the grallili left by (|Maiiymen at Silsileli'. Certainly to a mere

observer, tbo burning of tbe sacridee attracts more alteiition ilian any other part of

tbo rite. If burning was n eommon feature of the olTerings, surely these irresponsible

quarrymen would have depleted that ai)ove everything else.

To the statement that the F,gyptian artists never di'|)iited tlu' burning of the

saerilices there is one apparent cxec|)tion. In the great pictorial inseriptinn at Tel-

Amarna', the ollleiating priest stands olTering, and the sun's disk, 'Aten", which is

the object of worship, is seen in splendor handing down its burning rays, each ray

terminating in a hand, and the Ihunes are actually leaping up from the altar. But

the worship depicted in tiiis scene was not Egyptian woiship at all, it was Asiatic,

probably Semitic, introduced by the Heretic King Amenhole|) I\'. That the only

instance of saerilices among Egyptians, where the burning was a part of the rites,

roused such bitter resentment from the Egyptian priesthood that they arose in wrath

at the death of the Heretic King, overthrow his heresy, and cast out his innovations, is

the most positive and emphatic testimony the Egyptians have le'ft us on the subject of

the burning. In the face of this, the burning of sacrilice in native Egyptian worship

could only be admitted upon the most positive and explicit evidence. That evidence

is absolutely wanting.

Then, no preparation for the burning of the .saerilices on the altar is shown. In-

flammable material wherewith the sacrilice could be consumed, is not seen, cither

being brought bj' those who present offerings, or heaped about near the altars, or placed

underneath the otTerings upon the altar; nor is fire wherewith to kindle the altar fire,

when the sacrifice shall be ready, ever .seen. Some of the best material bearing on

this point may be here cited.

In tiie British Museum is a tablet (Number 623), on which is seen a priest before

the god with a table of olTerings, not an altar. Alongside of it is what seems to be a

brazier with fire, while in the priests hand is an incense dish, but the brazier of fire

liere is evidently for the olTering of incense: there is no sign of lire about the table

of offerings, nor is it at all suited to the burning of sacrilice.

Smoking incense dishes are sometimes seen on the top of the heap of olTerings,

occasionally accompanied by a brazier of lire. Instances of this are : — British

Museum (Number 10), a scene in the judgment hall, weighing the heart of the scribe

Ani, a vignette of the Book of the Dead, papyrus of Ani (.No. 9 , the .scribe .\ni and

his wife Thuthu adoring the god Seker-Osiris; — Berlin New Museum (IV. E 7305).

Grabsti'in des Harmen, also 7."3Uu and 7271: in the same mu.>reum \T1I. 7321 and

lOlfSG; — a beautiful example at Mu.s6e du Louvre, Paris C 93) and another very

distinct>and clear is in the salle d'Apis (390). Bui. in all these e.xamples, the exist-

ance of lire^only in the ^censer or the brazier accompanying it. tlu; ab.sence of any

inllammable material to be kindled bv the Mame or the coals, and tli<' tabic instead

1. Pbtiiif, .a Season in E>)!/f>l'JfiS7.

i. Lei'sius, Denl.mfikr, Abth. III.
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of the altar, preclude any thought tliat the presence of fire liad to do with the burning

of sacrifice.

Again, tiie ari'angment of the offerings on the altar, where that is actually seen,

precluded any intention of burning a sacrifice. The offerings are placed in mo.st

mathematical order, to the very edge of the altar, and built up in a perpendicular heap

to a great height. The very thought of l)urning such a heap on the altar is preposterous;

no sooner would the fat grow warm than almost the whole heap would slip olf in every

direction on to the floor of the temple.

Finally, the altars found have had no saci'ifice burned upon them and were not

intended for the burning of sacrifices; of the very small luunber of altars or remains

of altars yet found in Egypt, that by Pi'of. l^etrie at Tell-Defenneh', alone, seems at first

sight to present an exception to this statement. The finding of ashes and charred

remains of birds or animals in connection with foundation deposits is probably to be

accepted as evidence of the burning of sacrifice, but this does not seem to me to be

clearly a case in point. This place of various names, or various forms of one name,

can hardly be said ever to have been in ancient times an Egyptian city; it was always

from early times given over to foreigners, in the days when it was Tahpanhes, to the

Phoenicians and other Semites, and when it became Daphna?, Greeks also were

included among its foreigners. The deep-seated antipathy of Egyptians to foreigners,

which gave rise and continuance to thoroughly foreign cities and communities in Egypt,

renders these evidences of the burning of sacrifice at Tell-Defenneii of no value in this

discussion, unless it be that their presence here only strengthens the antecedent pre-

sum])tion. that the Egyptians themselves, in their o^^n native \\-orship, never burned

their sacrifices.

Whether altars found have been the scene of the burning of sacrifice is, as yet,

largely a matter of opinion on the part of the individuals examining them, and

opinions diii'er. In favor of the view that no saci'ifice was burned upon them and that

they were not intended for tlie burning of sacrifice, I mention the small size, compared

with the large animal objects seen among the offerings, the perilectly (lat top, having

no ridge or depression to retain the ashes from continually falling off the sides, and

the certainly disastrous action of a strong fire upon the stone of which they are made,

which ought to be seen if they had been so used.

(3) MeunitKj. — The foregoing concludes the statement of facts ascertained by

the investigation. Anything concerning the meaning of the Egyptian sacrifices belongs

rather to the I'ealm of inference and opinion, and it may not be out of place to state

here in conclusion the opinions to which I have been led by the investigation.

'IMie "tons of thousands" of the funerary offerings were probably, for the most,

l)art, intended only as supplies for the departed, sometimes only a wish for supplies

never actually furnished, and they had no truly sacrificial significance. In the case of

deified dead, particularly in the Osirian worship, something of a sacrificial meaning was

1. Piiiiun, Tani.-', Pari II, in Itie publicaiiou of the t't/ij/jtian E-eploration Fund.
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acquired by the olTorings, but ^f Ur. vaj^uest cliaractor. Kium tlic (ilTorinj,'s to llic

gods, the idea of supplies was nut wiiolly waiitiiii,', l)ut associated always witli snme

really sacrilicial intent. No imputation of sin from the offerer tn tiio victim was

known generally among tiie Kgyptians, and hence im such ex|)ialion fur sin as was

taught among oilier nations. As the saorilice was not burned, there was not the idea

of such complete self-dedication as in a holocaust. It may. perhaps, be safely assumed

that the sacritices weix' not, for tjie m<»\ part, wasted, after being olTered: yet there is

little or no evidence of .my proper sacrilicial feast. It seems signilicant that "hotep
'

means "peace" or satisfaction", but the signillcance seems to be dissipated when

'hotep" is used for a table for funerary olTerings, that were not at all saerilieial in

ciiaracter : at best the word only seems to point to a remote period when the true

idea of expiation for sin may have been represented in the Egyptian sacrilices. The

Book of the Dead shows clearly liiat tlie Kgyptian's hope for tin' future was in his

good works: of "satisfaction" Ihrougli the sacrifices he knew nothing, and he says:

"I have appeased God by doing his will'".

The .sacrifices do not appear to have entered at all into the statutory code, fiutlier

than that, as there was a state religion, sacrilices entered very largely into public

functions.

Of any typical character in the sacrilices there is not a trace.

I. Book of the Dead. Papyrus of .\ni. I'Uue .\.\.\ll, 11.
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